Year 6 – Britain Since 1948
What it looked like last unit

You found out more about the notorious Henry VIII and his impact
on the religious struggles that came after his divorce from Catherine
of Aragon. A local study of the Tudors focused on Hatfield House
and gave you an insight into the Tudor period.
Vocabulary (definitions)
Beatlemainia – the intense fan frenzy surrounding the English rock
band the Beatles in the 1960s.
1. Broadcast - transmit (a programme or some information) by radio or
television
1. Coronation - the ceremony of crowning a sovereign or a sovereign's
consort.
Decimal coinage - a system of money in which each coin or note is
either a tenth of or ten times another in value.
1. Domestic - relating to the running of a home or to family relations
Psychodelic – description of art or clothing that has bright colours
and strange patterns
Wireless – The Radio

What it looks like next unit

You will go to Secondary School with the knowledge and skills of a Key
Stage 2 historian. You will be able to wow your new history teacher
with your range and depth of historical knowledge and your
chronological awareness. You will be able to communicate your ideas
effectively and clearly, selecting the most reliable sources for accuracy.
Sequence of Learning
1. Identify some of the main changes in Britain since 1948 and to
identify key characteristics of different decades.
2. Identify similarities and differences between types of sources of
information available in different periods in the past.
3. Find out some of the main events of the 1950s and to investigate
what life was like during this period.
4. Find out about some of the main events of the 1960s and to
investigate what life was like in Britain during this period.
5. Find out about some of the main events of the 1970s and to
investigate what life was like in Britain during this period.
6. Find out about some of the main events of the 1980s and to
investigate what life was like in Britain during this period.
7. Investigate what life was like in Britain in the 1990s and to
identify connections between different aspects of life since 1948.
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Cultural Capital
You have a working historical knowledge of British History from its prehistoric past to your own present. You are going to bring this knowledge
up to date chronologically, by learning about the changes in Britain after the Second World War. This unit will focus on the decades that saw
significant changes and a development in the British Values focusing on 1950s, 60, 70s, 80s and 90s.
Why was it significant to have a female Prime Minister?
How did domestic technology change?
Who is credited with the invention of the World Wide Web?
How did the broadcasting of TV change over the period?
What was Live Aid and why was it significant?
How did transport advance?
How did British popular music change and influence other countries across the world?
How have the everyday lives of people changed throughout the decades?
Other Links
Year 3 Pre-historic Britain, Year 4 Invaders and Settlers: The Romans, Year 4 Anglo-Saxons, Picts and Scots, Year 5 Anglo-Saxons Picts and
Scots, Year 6 Crime and Punishment Through the ages and Year 6 A Local Study: The Tudors
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Can use words
and phrases:
vocabulary relating
to movements or
times of change..

Can write another explanation of
a past event in terms of cause
and effect using evidence to
support and illustrate their
explanation.
Knows key dates, characters and
events of time studied.
Can compare and contrast
ancient civilizations.

Schemas:
1 – Reliability of sources
2 – Invaders and Settlers (and their decline)
3 – Study of everyday life changing over time
4 – Chronology

Is aware that different
evidence will lead to
different conclusions.
Can confidently use
library etc. for research.

Can bring knowledge
gathering from several
sources together in a
fluent account.

